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One has to read little of the medical history of 
the last world wasr·to realize cardiac conditions were a 
serious problem. This ls contrary to·  what one would ex­
pect, for all modern soldiers are given rigid physical
examinations before ent�ri:pg the army and the aver_age 
soldief is in an age grou:p wher;e ·cardiac· OO'!ldi tions are 
relatively ·rare·. By far th·e most· common of the cardiac 
oonctitions was .Gile under Tarisous· headings, chief' of' which 
was "soldiers heart" ·in the military literature. It is
quickly seen f'romthe.history·and. pioture of these patients 
witll, so cal.led "soldie..t:". he4l"t" tb,at they are s-µffering 
from a malady known in· civilian practice generally as
neurooiroulatory·asthenia. 
With the present world· at war and in a war, like, 
that has never been, with 'the modern m.aob:ines of terror, 
the use of· .P�pagand'a ibd tear; it seems to me as though 
neurociroulatory asthenia will be a very vital problem 
t·o the Military- Dootor. 
Expecting 'to be a JUlitin'!i- Doot.or in- this modern 
War, I thought it wou1d be very·appropiate to write my 
senior thesis on Neurooireulatory Asthenia and 'the Soldier. 




DEFINITION AND NOMENCLATURE 
The subject under disc.ussion is the kind of a 
disease known to older men as "morbi sine materico", a 
disease without les4ion. Allbutt (1 ) points out "Dis­
ease" is a clinical and not a pathological term and con­
sists of a series of symptoms recurring with a fair 
uniformity. Our subject consists in the main of the fol­
lowing terms or symptoms, submammary pain, palpitation 
and quickened pulse, shortness of breath on exertion, 
tremor, exhaustion, dizziness and certain vasomotor 
ph�nQmena� 1his group of symptoms is too uniform to be 
fictitious or fantastic. 
Dorland (19) terms the subject "Neurocirculator7, 
Asthenia" and defines it as a symptom col'Jl)lex, character­
ized by the occurrence of breathlessness, giddiness, a 
sense of fatigue, pain in the chest in the region of 
the precardium a,nd palpitation. Occurring chiefly in 
soldiers in active war service, though it is seen in 
civilians. It is also called soldiers heart, irritable 
heart, effort syndrome and d1sordered action of the 
heart. (D.A.H.) 
Lewis (33) in his monograph goes into great detail 
on the nomenclatur� of this symptom. complex. He pre­
fers· the term "effort syndrome"; he J>Oints out it is 




a ·ract of which there is general recognition, namely, 
that the chief symptoms are unmasked or aggravated by 
exertion. He thinks the trouble with the phrase neur� 
asthenia and sueh terms as "heart strain" �nd De. Costa's 
( 17) "irritable bee.rt" is that each infers a knowledge
ot the essential pathology which at the present time
we do not possess. '!'he term "sol(\ters heart" t sometimes . 
employed, is open to the objection that the condition 
1\ 1ntrequent a.mol'lgst civilians; the term athletes heart" 
wrong.J:¥ tmplies that it is confined to the athletic; 
each term has t.b.f!. d1.sadventage that it presupposes the 
heart·to be the prim.8.ry seat ot mischief'. 
After the United States had declared war, Lewis,(35) 
working in conjunction with American Jlilitary physioiane, 
suggested the term neuro-�ireulatory asthenia. It was 
.,,,,::11eleo.ted b eoause it was desor1;Pti ve, non-committal, and 
dorttme4 to "N.C.A." would be understood, and not mis­
underst0od,all along tbe line. These men thought�it 
would be a mistake to introduce into the Americah l,..r1tl.J 
the name "Disordere·a. action of the Heartff , the otticial
nomenc1ature of ·the B?itiah Army, ror, atter a sol41er
has onoe been so labelled. it-is \iittioul,·t S\1beeq11e11tly 
2, 
to persuade him -that .. he 
1
s not suffering ·� organio' • 
. . . 
heart trouble; thi&-in-ttselt retards his progress • 
.,. 'Phis te:ra ·neuroe1:rcu1atory was approved by the Surgeon 
. General o� the U ..... s. Army from this report. (35) 
The British Committee of medical examination of 
Reoruits ( 5 ) for the second World War defines "Effort 
Syndromett as a cond1t:tnn in which the characteristic 
symptoms are nervousness, a feeling of exhaustion, left 
msmmary discomfort, palpitation, giddiness, and dyspnea 
.. 
. . . 
en exertion. They reconmend that·.· the term. "Effort 
Syndrome" be used. Here·in the Ui,.ited States the term 
neurooirculatory asthenia is at the pr.e,sent time· the 
· o:r;».e of· choice for th1.s symptom· ·complex.
White in a reoent article (70') thinks there are 
3 
types and variations to· this symptom complex which are· 
not well differentiated. · So in the· future we may expect >
- • '  




From a historical standpoint it may truly be said 
that neurocirculatory asthenia has been with us from 
the first days of civ ilization.- Hippocrates wrote of 
the effect of stress and strain, emotion and excite­
ment in the production of palpitation of the heart 
and other manifestations of distull'bed action of the heart 
not based upon organic disease. However the great Hip..: 
pocrates·in many.ways '!(as-quite ignorant of the role the 
heart played in disease for he thought also that the 
heart was not affected by di�ease. This later idea per­
sisting well into the seventeenth century. 
Since the earliest days the heart has been regard­
ed not only as the seat of the soul but also as the 
badge of valor. Richard Coeur de Lion is one of the 
many examples who needed a stout heart more than a right 
arm.. It is saf'd many soldiers showed after death a heart 
shaggy like a lions me.ne, the result of fibrinous peri-
. 
oarditis. About the only lesions of the heart recognized 
in the Middle Ages were fatal wound� which penetrated the 
organ itself. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
with the slraking off of the cloak of the Dark Ages and 
with the institution of postmortem_ examinations, it grad-
. ually beoame known that soldiers as well as civilians 
suffered from acute and chronic heart disease apparently 
\...) 
. : / -�-,��·· 
5 
unassociated wit� trauma. 
Moon (47 ) points out that the serious etteot of 
emotion upon the heart was noted by Covisant during the 
French Revolution, who: said "I am not the o�ly physician 
to whom it appeared that· organic··tiseases ot the heart 




With the introduction of the stetboscop ill 1819 
, . . ,
by Lu.enneo and· the·'begitm1Dg· of the GoldeJt Age � lied.i• 
. " 
o·p.e., knowledge o'f the heart in regard to the soi·ctter
· l•gan to be gathered ·l'!lke ·snow·- on· a ball o't ·aa� rolllllg
dOW.D a hill.
Jeuroe1rculetory Asth•ta ·wa:a; described quit:e tullf 
·111 the ·Britieh B·lue, ·Book ot -the ·Orimean.·iwa-r in which it
waa ·referred, to·'as· palp1·ta:t1on; From the writings ot
Lord. Cline it 1D.Ust . haTe ·. been ·pre-sent in hie t roops -dld'� . 
., :1ag the conquest ot India. _ hrbr!nger t4:) 01>:sened. 
1 t &Jl,d.:i:-W�rbte· about · it 1n the Ge1'118ft troops ot· 187(h 
� .. . . . . . . . 
lk>st ot the·ear1'ierrie1'e renoes, howeTer� 011 neuro ... 
'ctrcalatoT'J' asthen1a: are to- be "ttnm4 _ in the -�loan 
Literature�---· ·Bal"tshorne {26) ·had ·published 1n 1864· u.
· article describ,ing. the·. eondition- :in the Union t�s
during tll:e Civil War.· -Be des1gne:t-ej!" the oond1tioD -as
.:muscular exb.-81.'lstioa 01' ,the he·art·. Be desc.ribed. the · 
SpPtOU ;fairly well-:aacl thOblilt;_;:lt Jll&Ul.Y due to. 
' 
6 
. .  
exhau�tion and over exercise. He makes the statement 
that he was acquainted.with but one distinct published 
recognition of it, "in the address,ot Dr. A. Stille, be­
fore the Philadelphia County Medical Society delivered 
and published in Feb�aey 1863. Although Dr.· S.tille 
des·ignates the disorder desori'bed b7 h1m as palpitation". 
Myers (49 ) :In 1�0 · pu blished a det·ailed description ot 
this oondition appearing ill the ·English Soldiers. 
Ill 18'11' Da . Costa fl 7 ) published- hts masterly descrip­
tion of this condition and termed.it "Irritable Heart". 
His observations were :made on over three hundred soldiers 
. 
' 
in the. uttion ·Army •. In hJs·: paper h·e. accurately described 
the symptoms ·end·ga+e·every loglcal explanation of its 
cause.. · It can 'truly be said. that Da Costa �as the first 
. to realize the significance",and importance of neuro­
oiroulatory asthenia ·in 111Utaey :11ed1oine. 
From Da Costa up until the first World. War little 
· is :round in the li:t'erature on this subject. The medical 
profession was rather lacking: in·their appreciation of 
the .. frequency and, importance· ·0f- this syndrome. · However 
in 1887 Osler (53) did demonstrat-e that symptoms shown 
by soldiers we:t"e also found .. 111·:peopl:e· in civilian life, 
but this was·a:1so reeognized ·by Da Cost:e.. 
With the coming of the first World War the medical 




with a serious probletn in the conscription of the giant 
modeJ.l!!l Army. From 1916 to 1919 numerous articles were 
published, jsel,li.e g·9od :and some of little value, on all 
phases of the subject. It became such a serious pro­
blem to the British Army that the Government commissioned 
Sir Thomas Lewis (33)• to investigate the problem. At 
one t1Dle the British�Army had 30,000 men pospitalized 
for this cpndition. (21) Tlis work of Lewis and the 
masterly mind and foresight of MaJor Janeway,who was 
then in oharge of the Division of' Internal M.edioine of 
the Surgeon General's Office, saved the Expeditionary 
Force of the American Arr,,:y from being burdened w1 th 
thousands of soldiers unt'i t for c.ombat duty that at one 
time eontronted the British. 
It :would be foolish to try and list the :men Who 
studied and worked- on this problem in both the Armies 
ot Br1t1an and United States. The frequency and ill.port-, 
ance or this sy:ndrome·was by these me� b-l!Ought to the 
attention of the rest of ,the medical profession, end 
who later e.ppli'ed this knowledge in their- -0ivil practice. 
From the World War up to our present World War, the 
· 11tera'bure 1s f:airly ,Jtxtensive. Out ot necessity p?"ac-
.. tioall7 all· ·the work has been done · 011 the civil population.
It ·is interesting to �Qte that men like White (20 )' have 





patients and.prior to 1918 it was generally not recognized. 
I� the last twenty years.there has bee� much work don� on 
the etiology of the syndrome and as yet theBe are many 
pieces missing trom the puzzle. 
; . Now w1 th the coming of the second Wor.ld War and
. 
. 
. tb':'Jraiaing of.gigantic a rmies from the civilian population 
"Neuroelrou1atory asthenia" once again will become a ser-
: . . 
iou� problem confronting the i.'I!'V Doctor. As yet it is
i . 
too !early t� find many original observation·s made on th$ 
sub�eot in regard to this War. We can however predict· 
'1 ' 
tha� this War will be an 118portant chapter. -in the history 
of �his syndrome and that our concept of neuroc1roulatory 
i' 
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ETIOLOGY 
The precise mechanism by which this syndrome is 
brought about is unknown. Basically it is classified 
with the neurastheni.as, that g�oup of borderline psychic 
disorders wherein f'atigue. is prominent and the other 
symptoms present "are·· referred to 'almost any -regio� or 
organ. The developm:ent. or· neurasthenia appears to be 
an hereditery 'Ohttraoteri'at!c. In· some· members of the 
family · the symptoms ma7 b·e · referab·le to the s•tro­
intestinal tract, !n otbePs ,to , the nervous '7stem, 'am 
•• L 
still others· may have the sytldr�e of neurooirculatory 
asthenta. ( a:· ) Campbell. ( 7 ) has p11t forth evidence 
that �ese, va-riab:le'·'Sffll)toms .in individuals may be due 
to an id1osy1I'orasy ofc ·these patients. 
White (70) thinks that in· the present sta:te of 
knowledge that nuroo1rcuiatoryasthen1a is·:not estab­
lished as yet.primarily as a psychoneurosis although suo1,1 
is at least· a C'OllllllOn · oomplexi·on·�· ·· A·. ca?ldiao or otJier 
neuro�is may' be present with' none ·of the evidence of 
neuroeit1:11latory asthenia·which is olin.ioally a symptom 
complex· resu:tt1:ng· oh!etly trom· fatigue and oonsiatiq 
of' various eombinatton2;1 .of palpit:ation, hearta�he 9 ' dysp-.. 
nea 1, forten ,tghing) · faintness; easy fa'tigability, tremor 
1 and nervousness· in whole ·or ·in part. 




ing the Civil War brought :rorth various etiological factors 
which were: 
W\nnber 
1. Fevers 34 
2. Diarrhea 61 
3. Hard Field Service 69 
4. Injuries, rheumatism, scurvy,









He concluded that the condition was mainly due to 
over work and $train·. .,It seems to me that most likely 
the heart has beo·ome· irritable, ·trrom its over action and 
freqttent exoitement and that·disordered innervation keeps 
it so". 
This viewpoint ot Da Costa's has been pretty well 
disproved. (68) (37) Lewis (37) thinks it is an inherent. 
improbability that so vit·al a muscle as that of the 
healthy heart is materially exposed to damage during 
exercise. Yet Lewis (33) thinks strain and especially 
the strain ·of heavy marches, · plays an important role as 
a provocative cause. 
The psycboneurotic factor in neurocirculatory asthenia 
was thoroughly·studiedby Oppenheimer and Rothschild (52) 
in the last War.· In their work the question came up 
wh•ther some oases 'were not congeni ta.l or even heredi tar;r 
in character, particularly when dealing·with soldiers who 




Out of 100 unselected cases they.found a positive 
family history of one or several of the characteristics 
selected in 55% of cases of "irritable heart" and in 38% 
of the controls, but the contrast between the two clas­
ses becomes far more striking when certain of the in­
divlfblal items are compared. Thus with reference to 
nervousness in the family history there are 45% among 
the "irritable heart" group and only 15� among the con­
trols; in regard to insanity and epilepsy there are
23% and 1� respectively in the families ·or cases. of "ir­
ritable heart" and none among the controls. 
The percentage of cases with a positive personal 
history of psychoneurosis is ·51-% among cases of "irritable 
heart",l� among the controls and of those with positive 
family and personal histories there are 46� among the 
former group, and but 6% among the latter. There was a 
prevalence of previous nervousness of a history of' ep­
ilepsy or fits, of previous breakdowns, of moodiness and 
of enuresis. Of the 100 cases analyzed 61 gave a positive 
family or personal history for psychoneurotic factors. 
In these cases with psycho-neurotic factors in their 
family and personal histories 70'1, (32 out of 46) showed 
symptoms of constitutional physical asthenif:i before the 
age of 17. 
The causes · of ,DTaliding we.re studied in all the 108 
12 
• cases and is notable that among the cases with psycho­
neurotic factors there is frequently, in fact 20 out of
45 cases nothing definite; on the other hand, in the
group where there were no psychoneurotic factors, there
is more :frequently a definite precipitating cause such
as an infection like trench fever or dysentery, pro­
longed service, gassing OP shell explosion •
.Among cases of "irritable he.art" there are those 
belonging to ttle constitutional group who suffer from 
chest pain etc. ,and those who ·_belong to the exhaustion 
or the post-infectious .group,who have ;fatigue symptoms 
but rarely much pain. This Tirst group complain almost 
invariably of chest pain among their other symptoms, 
indeed these patients are apt to "stick it" until pain 
develop� then they become alarmed and report sick. The 
patients in the second group rarely complain of chest 
pain, but suffer more from exhaustion and weakness; they 
II af 
are done u� to·use their expression. 
Brooks ( :5,) confirms the findings of these men. He 
found from the patients histories other members of' the 
immediate family and near relatives showed some form of 
emotional disturbances. He also found, for the greater 
number of cases, the trait had been transmitted from 
the maternal side, although by no means uncommon to see 
both parents present perfectly clear stigmata of the 
13 
, condition. Robey and Boas (61) also in their observations 
on these patients concluded that the fundamental cause of 
neurocirculatory asthenia is due to a nervous unstability 
of the patient that cannot be cured. They found that such 
patients give a family history of nervousness, or some 
members of their family may be easily upset. Davies and 
Priestly (18) state that if the patient is ,examined 
very carefully he wil'i often reveal symptoms dating back 
to childhood. 
Fraser and Wilson (22} made a series of experiments 
on effort syndrome patients and normal men. They noted 
the effect of adrenalin end apocodeine upon these two 
different types of individuals. They observed through 
the course of the experiment that those patients of tr­
ritable heart reacted more strongly to. tnese drugs than 
normal peopl� Their conclusion waf:I that the mechanism 
of the s�ptoms in eff'ort syndrome WflS due to t.he greater 
unstabili ty of the sympathetic nervous system, whos,e 
hypersensitiveness allowed :for a greater number of stim­
ulations. 
. 
Lewis states (33) the predominant etiological factor 
in the clinical histories is infection of one kind or 
another. He found out of 558 patients, the history of 
onset is/definitely d.ated from rheumatic fever in 68 
instanoe-sr{�), from dysentery in 14 instances, from 
14 
typhoid fever and diarrhea in 14 also, from pneumonia, 
pleurisy and bronchitis in 25, from pyrexia of unknown 
origin and influenza in 28, in miscellaneous infections 
\ 
in 30 instances. In all of these the symptoms of the 
malady were first noted during convalescence from the 
disease in question, the history is of this kind in 182 
out of 558 patien�s (or 33%). Of the remaining 375 cases, 
I 
65 o:f. them belong definitely to the rheum.a.tic class, al­
though the significance of rheumatisms in relation to 
the malady is in many -uncertain. Of the remaining 311 
patients a further considerable proportion had suffered 
prior �o the onset of symptoms from pneumonia, pleurisy, 
bPonohi tis, dysentery and other infectious diseases,; a 
history of repeated tonsillitis was frequent among them. 
In at least 50 to 6(1fo infectious diseases may be held to 
play a chief part in promoting the disease in its initial 
stages •. 
Friedlander and Frehof were strong supporter of the 
theory that foci of infection was responsible, at least 
in a large part for the percipitation of this condition 
of effort syndrome. (23) They :observed that out of fifty 
men affected, 50 to 90% had. trouble with their teeth, 
�inuses and tonsils, etc. 
Rotbsobild (62) roughly classified this symptom com­
plete into two main groups: 
15 
1. Cases following. various infections.
2. The constitutional oases.
In the constitutional type comprising about 70'1, or
the cases no definite pathology can be found to which to 
ascribe the Qlinioal conditions. By the term "oonsti-
tutional asthenia" ls meant a relative inferiority or 
an anomaly in the assemblage or inherent characteristics 
both functional and morphological which go to make up 
the organism. Sir Willi• Osler put·· it picturesquely, ( 62) 
"something wrong wl�h the blastoderm". It must be. em­




· is a oons�i tutional-. teltdency. whio.h predisposes certeJn
individuals to d�p neuoroiroula'tory astheni.a.
Venning· of Franoe,(66) after examining and following 
about 7,000 effort syndrome patients over a period of 
two years during the W<rrld War, concluded that the chief 
cause was that of mental and physical strain produced 
duri!g'war time. He thought the next etiologic� factor 
in 1mport8Jlc·e was infectious disee.ses, the majority of 
wl:l.ich began·1n civil life, chief of which was rheumatism • 
. Lewis ("35) divides the eti <>logioal factors into two 
groups predi�posing and exciting, .hye_ry o���.n h:.� _round
a history of both causes·.· He found about one-half of the 
cases give a history of symptoms previous to enlistment 
and these are classed as "oo�stitutional". His findings 
u 




mentioned, when ,enelyzed. or the exo!ting factors, the 
infectious and the physical and psychic strain of ·war 
are the most important. The role ot infectious has been 
mentioned. 
He :round the1te were a great Dl8D.Y sol-44.irsFwho were
00S1elitutionally strong and were·perfe'3tly tit at �11st­
ment, but who· have become exhausted after years ot aot1Te
tlghting. They have been ttover the top" repeatedly through
' . ' 
several oa.mpaigns, been expos et� perhaps woUllded �cl are
a1lllpl7 vi·otfus at intense warfare. 
The relatio:nship or dist12rbanoes ot the · du:otless 
glands such as th� tJa,rofd \and adrenal. to neuroe�r.eu� 
latoey astheni�rh'as give1r'rise ·to much speculation, A 
great deal· -ilas. b'een written. about ·the· posstb111t;r ot
h7perthnoidism··being th:e etiological factor ot ,this 
symptom ·oomplex; G·rile (14} · states that· the presence 
ot·nuroe1roulatory asthenia may not ·b·e· reeogni2ed until 
e.tt1tr thyrot,deotOJ17, ed _that thyroideotomt has · no et:teot 
·11PGD the\ condltion. Craig and· White· (18) in an ·analyais
ot 100 oases ot neuroo1rou·latory, astheni:a report -one
Qaae -associated ·with "til7l*otortcosi:s" aDd one with (ID. . 
. •a4encma ot·the 'tll7rotd,..·tn�bth" ot wbich·a:rter the 
ei-&tdication or th thyroid d:f.sease the· lf.O.A •. remained. 




often is engrafted upon a condition of autonomic im­
balance, psychoneuroses and neu�o-0irculatory asthenia 
or some·other allied functional disorder. Prioleau (58) 
believes.that hyperthyroidism and N.C.A. may coexist in 
which case there ar� characteristic features of each 
disease. In these oases thyroideotomy relieTes the 
hyperthyroidism but the symptoms of N.C.A. persist, how­
ever the patient is greatly improved. 
Peabody ( 57 ) ! did basal metabolism determinations on 
57 previously diagnosed hyperthyroid cases with effort 
syndrome. He found that 52 had a basal metabolimn below 
the ten peroent range above which is allowed tor normal, 
and that 54 below 15i above the normal standarts. Peabody's 
final conclusion on this subjeot was that all of these pat­
ients had a normal metabolic rate. Aooor41ng to him these 
observations eliminates the posstbi;lity that hyperthyroid­
ism is the cause of nenrocirculatory asthenia� 
Crile (15) points out ,that the energy controlling 
system, the brain, thyroid, adrenal sympathetic complex, 
is the only meobapism by whi.ch th'e emotions are expressed, 
by which f-ight --and ·tii@fht, are' �xecuted·. He reasons one 
mi._.g�t i,!�f'eot a .. 1'ure by breaking the circuit or the en­
.., ,c,ontrol11ng syst em. 
Venereai.,dfs·ease, alcoho·l, tobacco and oottee appear 
: '\ 
18 
to play no appreciable role in the history of N.C.A. It 
should be remembered that patients belonging to the con­
stitutional type are s�xually not very active, and are 
i 
as a clas-s not ·a."1.oOholio, partly because · they do :iiot 
tolerate a.J:1Jo·ho1· well, partly becaus.e they are f'r.quent� 
ly teetotallers as a matter -of principle. (35) This. has 
been the ·ooserv&'tions of practically -a.llwrlters on .the 
subject. llaoGregQr (-41) found the condition as tre-
· quent amongst Sikh soldiers who are non-smokers as
amongst .other Indian troops.
From 1the wor�_of·Parkinson {33) it is seen that 
smoking does aggravate the symptoms. He f'ound that 
tobacco smoke- exerts a. deleterious intluenee, tempor-
arily at all even:ts;_in that it enhanoes·the resting 
pulse rate, increa&e4J the-, reactions of the pulse-rate 
to posture . and . exercise;' and increases -the prominence 
of sym.ptolSS .produced ·:by exertion. 
. Brooks. ( · 6) mentions a ra:cial- influence in the 
etiology of this condition. ··From- a study, of the soldiers 
present ing themselves with this ·affliction during and 
after the World War, he.finds that the Jewish raoe in­
c;I.uded fully two-thirds ot the .cases, and of these 1 the
greater number are among the Russian Je"'!s• Bext in 
point of frequency stands .:the Itali�s, then the Irish, 









Negro•· �e French and British are·no�· as frequently 
·affected as those just mentioned. lie found.that in the
histories of Russian Jews, he could trace the condition
dir-Mtly through the f'amily. There has been no con­
firmation of these studles made by·Brooks _(6) or mention
of. the racial inf'luenoe by ot.her authors.
This syndrome may occur in any physical type. The 
eonstitutio�al type is seen mostly in the tall, slender· 
lUDlbar-I&rdotic individual., · tb:e thorax is narrow and 
long and rounded in cross section, the extremities are 
relatively long, the e:'bdomen··, ls bottle shaped,· they are . 
splanchnoptoti-0-, the skin is sof't. The next coDDOnest 
type is of' ·coa_rse build. Tile �heat is broad but flat,
tlle skin coarse, the hands. and feet are large. The 
color is spastic, ·a: pseudo;.,,anemia and they taint easily. 
(62) (32 ) . .,
of
Lewis- found out"543 patients, 306 or 5'1� were re-
cruited from sedentary- or ligfit occupatiqns. (33 ) {32 ). 
The group in sedimentary oooupations includes such men 
. as clerks, shop assistants, attendants, printe.rs. teachers,. 
students, etc. The light occupations include waiters,·· 
stewards, painters, etc. Clerks alone number 80 or 15� 
. { . 
of the whole. The question naturally arises as to what 
extent sedementary work actu·ally predisposes to the af­
fection. As yet no oonclusive answer can be returned, 
'-.....- though Lewis thought these cases strongly suggest sed­
entary work as a predisposing-cause. The incidence of 
infective disease amongst clerks is heavy also. 
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Brooks (6) also points. out that few of these 
patients have elected occupations of an active character. 
Most of them have been clerks, accountants, students, 
writers, musicians, artists, and the like. A very tew 
have attempted for a time such occupations· as machiuist, 
artisan, et·c. but most state frankly that they found 
themselves inadequate for the work, that they either 
lost their jobs or threw them up for something of a 
more pacific character. He states that a good many make 
the statement that their doctor forbade heavy work or 
exercise, and insisted on their selection of indoor or 
clerical work. 
Da Costa (17 ) was the first to notice that the maj­
ority of these patients-fell in the earlier; age groups. 
Out of 200 cases, he found almost two-thirds of the cases 
from the 15th to the 25th year. Here the majority ocur­
red from the 20th to the 25th year. Da Costa states 
that if th,. question was considered with reference to the
number of perso�a under 20 years of age in the ranks, 
these would be found to have furnished the largest per� 




From 16 - 18 24 12 
18 - 20 26 13 
20 - 25 86 43 
25 - 30 34 17 
30 - 35 ...1-L 8.5 
200 100% 
Whites observations on the part that age plays in 
the etiology of this syndrome conforms very closely to 
those of Da Costas •. {68) Out of 355 cases, White found 
that over half were between 20 and 40 years old. Twenty­
three and nine-tenths per cent of this total being in 
the third and 2�% being in the fourth decade of life� 
While only a little over 7fo were in the second deoade of 
life. There was only a-small percentage found in either 
the early or late decade of ones existence •. 
Rothschild (62). states the syndrome is one of youth 
and early adult life. He states he has seen the condition' 
at practically all ages but with decreasing frequency 
after 30. It is interesting that Kerly (29) has described 
the condition in childre�, and the juvenile cases are 
identical with those seen in adult life and the soldier. 
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SYMPTOMS 
In a recent article Whishaw (67) reporting on 130 
soldiers with neurocirculatory asthenia, in the present 
war, lists the following symptoms and percent of occuuence; 
Symptom No. of cases Percent 
Breathlessness on effort. 110 8� 
I 
Subjective breathlessness. 60 46 
, 
Palpitation. 101 78 


















It is the ooncensus of opinion by th.a majority of 
students on tliis subject, that t·he fore mentioned symptoms 
are present and in more or less aboijt_the same percentage 
of oases. 
Craig and White (16) in an analysis of 100 cases of 
neurooiTcu.la�Qry asthenia list the chief symptoms as pal-
-·-·:',:' ' 
pitation,. �hor�ness ot bre·ath t preoarclial pain or discomfort 
and ,exhaustion. 
Da Costa's first description of thes� patients was so
thorough that-only modifications ot. the symptoms as _de­
scribed by him: h,ve b&en added. · True the··original symptome 
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have been elaborateq on and_ the order of their occur­
rence changed to some extent. Nevertheless, the essence 
and significance of the symptoms, as described by him 
in 1871, serve as a basis .of the cardinal symptoms, as 
we know them today. 
Da Costa gave the following symptoms. (17 ) 
1. Palpitation - Varies a great deal. Usually comes
on following exertion, but not always and in some cases 
the attacks lasted several hours, very often accompanied 
with pain. Fits of palpitation were not only associated 
with cardiac uneasiness and pain, but in some with head­
ache dimness of vision and giddiness. As a rule, the 
patient could not lie on his left side for fear of excit­
ing fits of palpitation. 
2. Pain - Cardiac or precardial pain was almost a
constant symptom. "I cannot recall a single well-marked 
instance of the complaint in which it was wholly absent; 
and often it was the first sign of disorder noticed by 
the patient". It was generally described as ocouring in 
paroxysms and as sharp and lancinating, or as sharp and 
burning. 
3. Respiration - Shortness of breath or rather op­
pression on exertion was constantly complained of, and 
was a prominent symptom during attacks of palpitation. 
He found that increased action of the.heart did not give 
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rise to increased frequency of breathing. 
4. Nervous Disorders - Manifested themselves chief­
ly by headache, giddiness, disturbed sleep, and other 
symptoms which, though comm.on, are not so constant as 
the ones mentioned. 
5. Digestive Disorders - Were frequent and·all kinds
of indigestion, abdominal distention and diarrhea were 
symptoms encountered. Da Costa thought that these were 
symptoms having reference·rather to the causation of 
the cardiac trouble than_qye to this. 
6. Disturbance of the sympathetic nervous system as
shown by the presence in some cases of itching of the 
skin with exoessi ve per.�pir:ation and sweating of the 
: hands. 
On further disoussion it will be seen that t�ese 
1 have been additions and some modification to thest symp-
toms so adequately desc:t'Ibed by Da Costa. 
Pdpitation: 
White '( 68) in his bo ok on diseases of the heart be­
lieves that palpitation is for the most part but the keen 
consciousness of the forceful action of the heart beating 
rapid�. Meakins and. Gunson (45 ) have clearly established 
its relation to excessive -heart-rat.a.. in patients in whom 
it rs provoked by exercise; for it is no longer felt 
after the rate has declined to a certain point. When 
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, the decline is gradual palpitation disappears gradually; 
when, as may happetr;·there i� an abrupt decline of pulse 
rate, there is a simultaneous and abrupt relief from 
the sensation. 
Lewis (33) (32) thinks it is due sometimes to the 
presence of pJ:emature contractions· (or extra-systoles) 
which give rise to simple·intermittences or simple 
groupings of the pulse.;.beats. The symptom complained of 
by the patient is an occasional uncomfortable feeling in· 
the chest, as though.the heart had turned over or thumped 
against the chest .wall.· This form of palpitation is ex­
perienced mainly during rest after exercise and disap­
pears durfng exercise. 
Pain: 
Friedlander and Freyhof (23) consider pain as the 
most common symptom.· This is not agreed on by the maj­
ority of writers, however it must be present _in about 
three-fourths of the patients. 
,, This pain varies in character, distribution and 
s&Yerity. At rest th6Se patients rarely have pain, al­
though many note a·soreness over the preoardial region. 
After e:xercis�--or exertion a sense of uneasiness over 
the·preoarcllum to an actual ache may be experienced. Not 
uncommonly it may radiate, spreading over a wide area of 
the left chest, into the -iteck and down the inner surface 
.. 
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of the left arm and rarely is it rhythmic and synchron­
ous with the heart beat. 
Meekins and Gunson in a series of 100 cases found 
hyperalgesia over areas of the left chest in 48% of the 
patients. �6) The aria of hyperalgesia is inconstant. 
In 19 of these oases, hyperalgesia was found in a single 
rib-space, in five in two spaces, in fifteen over three­
five spaces, in nine,over the greater part of the l�tt
chest. They found �hat infections exercise ,a striking 
influence on precardial, pain and hyperalges11a. 'J.'he 
latter were more 111nrked during the progress ot an in­
fectious dis-ease, sometimes .. dating from it� The prog­
nosis or the patient with an area of hy,-t-algesia was not 
as good as the patient without in regard to ret-ing to 
active duty. 
Murray (48) believes this cardiac pain whether ac­
companied by hyperasthesia or not is merely the distress 
signal of an organ eompelled to work in spite of a food 
supply, at least altered chemically. For it has been 
sho,m that the reserve power of the heart is enormous 
and is dependent almost entirely·upon its nutrition. 
In, these oe:se·s of · ileaktn.tiJ {46) with trn,erasthesia, ;two · 
. . ' ·';}. ' 
oases with a·· known· toxic f'aotor support this. In both 
of these cases wi t.h the cure of the· .primary condition 
and the disappearanee 'of' t·ht;f toxin, not onl:y: the looal · 
,· I 
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but also the preoardial hyperasthesia disappeared. 
Breathlessness: 
This symptom is almost a constant complaint. At 
rest the respiratory rate is norm.al or slightly above and 
during sleep the rate is normal. The response of the 
respiratory rate to physical exercise or emotional strain 
is aggravated, rising at times to 60-70 per minute. At 
times, rates of 200 ·are seen, the shallow, rapid, hyster­
ical breathing. (62) 
The response of the respiratory rate to exercise 
is a very exaggerated one, and as a consequence it is 
usually somewhat raised, 25-30, in men who are up and 
about, but not exercising to any extent. Walking up 
seve-ral f'lights of stairs raises the respiratory rate in 
normal subjects a few cycles per minute, or there may 
be no alteration of rate, but merely some exaggeration 
of the depth of breathing. In patients after similar 
exercise the rate often--rises from 40 to 70 per minute. 
(33) The accessory muacl81!! of respiration are called
into play, the expression becomes anxious and.there 
is actual distress. After such a test exercise, and 
at:�er.a. considerable rise of respiratory rate, the return 
to the pre-exercise ·rate· may take ten minutes or more .• 
Breathlessness may arise from any one of a number 
of oauses, some of which are mebhanioal and apparent, 
., 
while others are more obscure. The immediate stimulus 
to the respiratory center is in most cases a chemical 
one, namely a relative acidity of the blood flowing to 
the respiratory center. 
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Lewis working in conjunction with several other 
workers believed breathlessness in patients with neuro­
circulatory asthenia was due primarly to a diminution 
of the buffer salts in the blood. · (39) That the natural 
liberation of acid as C o2 produces an undue change in the 
reaction of the blood to the acid side and a correspond­
ing stimulation of the respiratory center. 
Kerr and his c·o!lea,ques (30 ) found that disorders 
of breathing are often found in anxious subjects and 
that ,�ymptoms comm.on to neul'ocirculatory asthenia resulted 
f'rom over breathing in association-with anxiety states • 
Then Sargent (63) found in certain subjects anxiety causes 
respiratory ·disturbances which may result in hypervent­
ilation. 
White and Ha�n (71) �ound that 80% of 100 patients 
suffering from effort syndrome sighed excessively whereas 
only 19% of 400 normal controls: showed the same phenomen. 
However it was 1'aytum and Willihs J43) who were the first 
to recognize··the relation of hyperventilation to the 
symptoms described. 





experiments came to the conclusion that the resp--iratory 
alkalosis resulting from hyperventilation produces the 
!. 
symptoms of neurocirculatory asthenia. 
Fainting and Giddiness: 
Giddiness and dizziness are symptoms present at some 
time in practically every case·. It is not.iced especially 
on getting out of bed in the morning or in changing to 
the upright position. Emotional or physical effort may 
aggravate these symptoms. There is a general-unsteadiness 
with in�bility to focus -the attention and to perform. co­
ordinate acts. As the day goes, these symptoms may im­
prove. (62) 
Fainting, with or without complete loss of conscious-
ness is a very prominent symptom·. It may be the first 
symptom which the paMent can remember, it may have oc­
'\ 
cured on a single oooas-ion or may have been repeated 
at intervals of weeks or months. 
�' 
The provocative cause of this· fainting is unknown (33) 
(32) /the soldi.er falls while standing still or while
walking quietly end unalarmed. In other instances sudden 
alarm, ; as by machine-gun or shell-- fire or slighter stimuli, 
has been responsible. In a few cases it has oocurr�d dµr­
ing or immediately after an inoculation. 
Rothschild (62) found in the examination of 4,217 
men o�·the draft age, about ·'!/fo we�e re8ected by the cardio-
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vascular board, and 75% of these rejections, or 108 men 
.for neurocirculatory asthenia. Fifty-three of these men 
gave a definite history of fainting, fifteen actually 
fainted during the course of the examination. 
In most of the cases some premonitory signs and 
symptoms are observed, such as a feeling of uneasiness 
and restlessness·, a feeling of coldness with sweating, 
�spe·oially on the forehead. Then dizziness or vertigo 
, :follows, at which t:fme the patient responds slowly to 
questions, the pallor increases, the sweating becomes 
generalized, and the patient falls with a loss of eons­
.ciousness. 
Fatigue and Exhaustion: 
Fatigue and lassitude even up to exhaustion, are 
present in practically every case. (62) The fatigue is 
usually more pron:oun�d in the eaP-lier part of the day, 
and, may be much ·less as the- day goes- on;. The inability 
to get going ih the early f-orenoon · is a chief source .pf 
annoyance. Neuhof (51) made a stlld.J of,th� early ex­
haust-ibility or rtrt-y eases. He found that the amount 
of work which they could do.without exp.austion we.a 
d1st1nctl¥ ,below normal. !Jick ·( 27) · believes 'I.he anoxemia, 
preri.ously mentioned· in· these. pati·ent�;; probably oon-
--···- - . ... ... 
trll,u1;es· to tlie fatigue and exhauation:....ot· thmn. 
Sweeting, :.&llva.:ton and :!lushing: 
31. 
Excessive sweating in patients is frequent and at 
times leads to complaint. It is frequently noticed in 
the palms of the hand and feet while the patients are 
at rest. Even on the coldest days sweating from the 
axillae may be noticed. Easy exercise or emotion may 
produce conspicous sweating of tlie forehead and body. (32} 
Salivation, Judged from the rate of swallowing while 
at rest, also appears to be increased amongst them. (32} 
Cotton.and his co-workers (13rworking with pilo­
carpine found sweating and salivation more prominent in 
patients than in cont'rols after injection of the drug. 
They con:c�y.ded that this .. difference in activity of these 
glands in patients and controls is to be explained as 
one of hyperexcitability of the peripheral mechanism 
rather than of the central nervous mechanism. 
In many patients flushing is easily provoked by 
relatively slight causes. Cotton using the drug amyl­
nitrite investigated this phenomenon. (11) Amyl nitrite 
is supposed to exert it's chief action directly upon the 
small vessels; a heightened reaction to amyl nitrite 
therefore would point.to a sensitiveness of the vessels. 
Observations showed an inconspicuous increased reaction 
in the abnormal subjects. · In these the suff'usion of the 
skin, the rise of pulse rate and the fall of blood pressure 
are on the whole greater. The ditfe:c.ence in reaction 
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however was less than they had anticipated. 
Fraser and Wilson (22) have compared cases of neuro­
circuletory asthenia and healthy subjects in respect to 
their reaction to adrenalin and apocodeine. In the case 
of each drug minute doses produced a greater action in 
the patients than in the controls. The,y corroluded that 
the sympathetic system of nerve fibers, using the term 
in its physiological rather than in its anatomical sense, 
is relatively unstabl.e in that it appears to be more 
susceptible to the stimulating and depressing influences 
respectively of these -a.rugs. 
Miscellaneous nervous symptoms: 
Many other nervous and mental symptoms are present 
and sometimes dominate the picture. (62) Tremor is very 
common• it is a coarsrer shake than seen in Graves disease 
and is exaggerated by effort. Sometimes there may be a 
general ataxia for all finer movements. 
Headache, especially in_.the mqrning, is ·common. 
Sleeplessness and bad dreams are frequent complaints. 
Inability to fix the attention for long periods often 
interferes with work. The reflexes are somewhat exag­








Heart - rate. 
Of all the signs and symptoms, that whlch is most 
constantly complained of and which 'Serves to classify 
the cases is that of tachycardia. The heart rate may 
vary from 88 to 200. ( 6 ) 
Lewis (32) round ·that when the patients were com­
pletely restect the average heart rate would be about 
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85 per, minute and that the rate would be normal in sleep. 
In patients t}?.at were :up and around,the average rate 
would be high-er being :from 9.0 to 100 per minute. ,Con-
"·· 
I 
eluding frOlil,this LEtwis states,.that the'nearer the 
patients were to c�lete rest, the closer to normal 
would be their heart tteat:. · On exercise he found that 
t be average heart rate, of the pati'ents would be · from 
20 to 30 beats-higher than·rthe,·control when only about 
one-fourth to one-sixth Jibe amount of work was done. 
He al.so noted that it t·ook'the patients a much longer 
.i 
time to again get ba:ek to nQ.rmal. / 
Roby and Boas (61 ) working together brought out· 
more emphatically the ;t"j;pd:J.ngs o:f Lewis.· In all their 
eases the-pulse rate was taken ·e•ery: day before the 
exereise, immedi'at,ely afterwards, ·and two to four minutes 
after .. Usually the pulse. re.t.e.was accelerated out of all 
\ ...... , 
- - ··�--L •• ·-·---- • --
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proportion to the exercise, afld does not drop to normal 
in four, or even ten minutes. However, at times they 
found that the pulse would become slower after exercise, 
or that it might first slow then become rapid. 
Cotton, working in association with Wilson,(10) 
noted the following response to a given amount of work. 
1. The pulse rate rises much higher than in controls
and the high rate is longer sustained. 
2. The blood pressure rises higher and the raised
pressure is longer sustained than in controls. 
3. The summit.of the baood pressure is not delayed.
Meakin and Gunson (45) found that the pulse rate 
varies out or-proportion to the extent of the exercise. 
The exercise consisted of allowing the patients and the 
controls to walk 75 paces and then climb up 27 steps. 
Their observations on 52 cases showed that the pulse rate 
increased to an average of 132 per minute immediately 
after exercise and that the pulse rate of thirty cases 
returned to their previous normal in one minute and the 
others it took more than a minute. These men noted that 
the degree of effort in response to exercis,e was greater 
in those patients whose pulse rate did not return to 
�rm.al within a minute. 
-� - ; •-
Parkin son made the same observations by recording 
the pulse rate on standing and on �slight exertion. (55) 
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He found that an increase in pulse rate of ten was 
registered by the controls .when they moved from a sitting 
to a standing position-·and an increase of sixteen occur­
red when the patients went through the same procedure. 
On exertion the control showed an increase ·ot" .... jleven 
over the nUJl,lber registered when standing. Whereas the 
patient showed an increase· of seventeen over the former 
position. A longer period elapsed hefore the normal 
rate was retained by the- patient than by the control. 
Cotton, Rapport and Lewis (12) gave atroi,ine to 
patients and controls before test exercises. They found 
that the effect of ·atropine upon the heart-rati in a 
patient and control is identical in its degree. Tmey 
I I 
concluded that vagal tone is unaltered and that a re-
duction of vagal tone is not reS:ponsible for raised 
cardiac rate in these patients. This increased rate 
they thought was conditioned by the hl1>er-irritability 
of some portion of the system,whioh in.ludes tie ac ... 
celeratt\r. reflex aro. 
Blood Pressure: 
!' 
Blood p·ressure is another variable sign in these 
oases of neuroci-roulatery asthenia as shown by Roby and 
Boas and others. · These two me� in their study of the 
blood pressure ·o'!" some four·· hundred and sixty-five cases 
of neuro-ciroulatory patients in the period during and 
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following the World War found that when the patient is 
up and about the systolic blood pressure is bigh,.usually 
between 13� and l?O. The diastolic pressure is general­
ly normal. After exercise, however, the systolic pres­
sure rises greatly and the diastolic drops. According 
to these men a frequent feature is the persistence and 
loudness of the fourth sound heard with stethoaoope 
when taking the blood presaure... Often a. loud :fourth 
sound ean be heard down to the zero mark, and as a result 
me.lees the estimation of the diastolic pressure diff'icult 
at times. (61 ) and (18 ) •. 
. Barriqer in his study of t�ese patients in 1918 (3) 
noted that by meens or blood pressure readings taken 
thirty, sixty, and ninety seconds after a measured ex­
ercise that when the exercise overtaxes the reserve power 
of the heart there is a delay in rise of the systolic 
pressure after the exercise. Rapport, therefore, con-
eluded that patients with effort syndrome have a decrease 
in cardiac reserve power� (59) As an illustration Bar­
ringer ( 3 } gave. the···following figures: 
Case- - Blood pressure aft,er rest. Pressure after 100 hops. 
Systolic Diastolic Systolic Diastolic 
10 155 90· 175 70 
16 135 6.5 .165 
17 145 65 185 
43 150 90 170 78 
140 85 154 0 
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Lewis (33) concluded the maximal systolic blood pres­
sure reached after the cessation of test exercise is. in 
the average, a measure of the actual distress produced 
by exercise; in given individuals·, ·however, the relation. . 
is to some extent in�onstant; the pTesence of a-large 
vise of blood pressure in a given·case may be of value 
in confirming actual distress an exercise, b�t t�e absence 
of such rise does not preclude actual distress. 
Cardiac Murmurs: 
Neurociroulatory asthenia ·is the condition most fre­
quently mistaken formitral insufficiency. The presence 
of a systolic, apical murmur in about 85% of the cases 
is largely responsible tor this. (62) This high percent 
·of murmurs as given by Rothschild is· not confirmed by 
other men. Da Costa· in his original work {17 ) states 
that murmurs obscuring or replacing the cardiac sounds 
.-
are not as a rule present. -· However· they are met with 
particularly the systolic �rmur chiefly· above the apex 
and not connected-with venous hum' or other s1gns signi­





murmurs present in less than 5� of the cases. (33) (32) 
Out of 462 soldiers he found 266 were entirely free from 
cardiac murmurs, while 196 presented murmurs at one area 
or more. 
Of 10,000 recruits examined by (Rothschild) (52) 
870 of the cases presented systolic murmurs of which only 
33 fulfilled the requirements for the diagnosis of mitral 
valvulitis; that is (1) cardiac hypertrophy, (2) an apical 
systolic murmur, (3) a definite history of rheumatic 
fever. Two of the three criteria were considered neoes­
saey .fo·r the d1agnos1s of real valvular disease. Conner 
( 9 ) believes that· nine-tenths of all sy!ltolic murmurs 
in young adults, belong to the class of accidental, or 
so alled functional murmurs. 
These murmurs may be absent when the heart rate is 
, and appear with increased rate. The characteristics 






tic valV'Ular disease� Its transmission to the left 
extensive, -but usually the murmur. is _more 
( 62) 
Lewis concluded from his vast experience with this. t. 
ition 1n the last war (33) that the presence or 
nee of systolic mu-rmurs is ot no value-in estimating 
th soldiers oapa.c·ity for work. This practical oonolusion 







of maximal audibility of the murmur in question. 
Forcible and Diffuse Apex Beat: 
Extension of visible pulsation so that it appears 
in two or more intercostal spaces is common. It may or 
may not be associated with increased force of the im­
pulse. It is commonly regarded as a physical sign of 
dilatation of the heart, as forcible pulsation is regarded 
as a sign of hypertrophy. But orthodiagraphic examinations 
in these :patients do not reveal enlargement of the heart 
and as this mithod is the most accurate there is for 
estimating the size of the heart in the living spbject, 
it is concluded that extension of the apex beat is not a 
sign of enlargement in- these patients. 
Lewis (33) found out of 382 patients,230 in whom 
.th.e apex beat was norm.al,that 142 (EH%) returned to duty. 
Of' 86 patients in whom the impulse was diffuse 51 (50%) 
returned to duty. He concluded that extension of the 
iltlpulse is without value in an eet:,_mate of the soldiers 
capacity. Be also found of 46 patients in whom the 
tl>,rust was either forcible·or, forcible and diffuse 20 
(43%) returned to duty •. Although'these last named signs 
have a oertain•s1gn1Mfanee, they are not suff'loientl;y 
reliable to be ·used a:s· criteria in est1mat.ing titness, 
aad this ooncl.usi on is emphasized by the tact i� re:­




Size ot·the Heart. 
Mee.kins and Gunsion ( 44) ··examined :t'i:t'ty unselected 
patients with neu·rocireulatory asthenie., orthodiagrapb­
ically and x-raymethodo:t'·preoision in defining the 
outline ot the heart in: .flllY giv_eu__J>lane:. .. There results . 
were as· follows: 
l. The· heart in oases ot ·lro"'· called jrri.table heart
... 
.. . ..... 
is 01  the· average smaewha"t- :smaller than · norma;J... 
2. ·In- cases with dittuseeT ·aptcal .. ilD:J>ulse no enlarge-·
·- - mc,nt · 1&9 · �own·. b7 ·the ortho41:agreph .. · · On th-e co�traey
the avenge mea:sureaent J.:�. �!}:er _tlian normal, in tlle
same proport\on as in �h-ose who d:o not emil.rl.-t this sign.
·!. When such:· cases rest ,1n·b-ed.· .there ls an ave�e
1•orease· in the traBsverse ·dtae�er of the heart o't ·o .• '1 
•• 
4.. A.:rter strenuoll's exei:-otse .in cases -having Jlo 
mater1&;1 -·�:t-QDtS there 1$ a · de·oreaae of one centbleter 
,. 
in tlte etze ·o:t' the· heart·, while· in· ca:ses showing con-
. apiouo11a symptoms there· is, on the average, :q.o ap­
pr,etable change in the size ot ·tile ·heart. 
Since or1.rht>41qra.phic ·exaination does not. show 8D.J' 
:qla�gemeJ,1.t ·in·· th'e · site or, ·the 'heart it ts generally ae­
oepted as being· the oaae,- f1Jr the reason that this ••thod 
is th•�t· accurate ·means ot -determining its shape,. site 
contour. 
Electro-cardiograms. 
The electrocardiograph has not revealed anything 
noteworthy in cases with neurocirculatory asthenia. 
Prakinson and Druny (56) summarized their work on tp.is 
as follows: 
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1. Soldiers who suffer from "irritable heart" do not
present heart block with unusual frequency. Even in those 
who give a history of acute rheumatism.. A-V conduction, 
as tested by the response of the P-R intervals to ex­
ercise, shows, a normal reserve. 
2. The immediate reaction of the f:..R interval to
exercise in soldiers suffering from "irritable heart" is 
a natural shortening. This statement applies both to 
patients who have been affected by rheumatic fever, and 
to those in whom the condition "irritable heart" is 
severe ( a judged from persistently high heart rate) and 
in whom full courses of digitalis are being administered. 
The Blood: 
Levy (40) has shown the R.B.C. is higher in patients 
suffering from N.C.A. than in normal individuals. The 
average R.B.C. of 15 patients suffering from N.C.A •. was 
5,837,000 which is quite in excess of anything previously 
observed in healthy individuals�· One-third of the pat­
ients had a count of over 6,000,000 and 53% over 5,900,000. 
Hemoglobi.n was for the most part b'elow the normal of 100% 




the patients was 28 and there seemed to be no connection 
with R.B.C. with severity of symptoms. He concluded 
that it does not appear possible in the present state of. 
our J:nowledge- of the pathology of N.C.A. to suggest the 
signifioanoe of this polyerythrocythemic condition. 
Briscoe (4) noted there was a considerable leueo­
oytosis in patients with neurooirculatory asthenia, the 
degree of which depended on the amount of exercise taken 
before the count was me.de. The average count on 34 
patients was 12,000 per cmm. while in the controls it 
was 7,400. To show the response of the white count to1 













The differential count showed a greater variation 
1n patients than in controls and a high l111tphocyte count 
is oOJ11110n�· A lymphooytosis is a feature t>f the oases. 
!':tom the baoteriologioal standpoint II.rs. Brisoe ( 4 ) 
ran blood cultures on 43 oases and was able to get no 
positive growth. :r-� these series of experiments sbe 
was abl.e to conolude that· bacteriaem1a does not play a 
deaonetl"able part in·the pathology of the disease. 
(' 
'l!be OriAe: 
·· Dyao11d (33) tound ·the quantity -or the urine as
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compared to the normal is reduced by 20 to 80%. The 
urine may be of two types. In 60% of the cases the urine 
gives a highly increased titration acidity and the am­
monia is increased. In 20% the urine deposits•phosphates 
on oooling. Ammonia in this type is normal in amount 
but amino-acids account for 30 to 50% of it.· Sperma­
tozoa are found in large numbers in the morning urines 
in ]:"'·of cases. 
He found in control subjects the acidity of the 
urine immediately after exercise is unchanged and one 
to one and a half hours later the titration acidity is 
som.'$whe.t increased. In the patients the acidity falls 
immediately;after exercise, while one to one and a half 
hours later there is a great rise of acidity; a rise 
out of all proportion to that found in controls. 
·i 




D+_AqNOSIS AND DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 
Neuroc--irculatory asthenia is quite easy to diagnose 
if certain limitations are kept in mind. The symptoms
and physical signs are extremely impQrtant, the histoTy 
of the patient should be studied in detail if there is 
any indication that this symptom complex is present. 
Conner (9) points out that all the experience of the 
army heart examinations has shown, the great danger, even 
with experienced examiners of mi·staking this condition 
tor some organic disease ot the heart. He round tbat 
this symptom complex was very apt to be diagnosed as 
either my'ooarditis, mitral insufficiency or' mitral sten"".' 
oals.- H•ttrt exandnere otten find it difficult .to be .. 
lieTe that a soldier, on even moderate exertion, s.bowing 
OCb 8D array Of. ·stJ:.iking sympt
1
oms was not SU ff ering 
from 84"• organic lesion. C�rtain of the physical signs 
sometimes bear a oloee resenblan.c:e to those of mitral 
tktaufticieBey a:nd ait-ral stettosis. The pronounced e.ncl 
widespread oardi�c·impulse often suggests cardiac, enlarge­
••"; .th• first sound at tlJe tfP'e'X · was usually extremely . 
short and sharp,snd the second �to sound o:f'ten veey 
·�· �-
loud:· and s1s·toll•, accident·a:l imr.mur was:c.·.t:soJJettmea_,.·j)n�eeatt 
j · ., epnner (9) 'states- tba1) a, ·rflpid heart re.'te .. during 
rest 1s Tery ei:ceptional in the mild forms of llitral stea­
- oeis·- and anything anroachiDB ·a normal heart rate eTen 
.during rest is vecy unusual in the "soldiers heart". 
There is also a distinct and unmistakable presystolio 
murmur in mitral stenosis and should not be diagnosed 
as such unless dfstinctly heard. 
Because of the systolio murmur so often present in 
neurocirculatory astheaia, it has often been diagnosed 
as mitral insufficiency. Lewis ( 32) and others hav,-
come to the conclusion that mitral insu:ffioi.-ncy can-
not be diagnosed only on tlie grounds or'a systolic mur­
mur. Connor (9) again shows that the tachycardia which 
is so constant and marked a feature' of "soldiers heart" 
is no part of the clinical picture of mitral leakage, 
and, that the pronounced subjective symptoms so -charac­
teristic of our sfibj.ect are altogether lacking in the 
valvular oases. 
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Rothschild (62) believes that the differentiation 
of the post-infectious type of neurocirculatory from the 
constitutional variety is ot greatest importante. It 
must be remembered that the constitutional type may be 
aggravated by acute or chronic inrections. 
The differentiation of this condition trom. Graves 
disease· is based on 'the metabolic rate, on the ocular 
moveJ11911ts and symptoms, and the diffe�ences ot the 'typee 
' . 
ot tremor • .  Emotional taohy-oardia is tem.poracy Qnd gl't'es 
a noma:l exercise-respo'ftse. Qt'ten when examining a patient 
·i 
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the pulse wi±l be as high as 110 and upon exercising there 
will be a drop in the pulse instead of a rise. This is 
characteristic ·or the emotional tachycardia. 
Rothschild (62) also thinks a more difficult dia­
gnosis is to distinguish the psychoneurotic with emotional 
tachycardia from the constitutional asthenic individual 
with a neurosis. Here the help of a psychiatrist is need­
ed. There are many borderl�e cases. The constitutional 
aethenio individual has always been so and his neurosis 
has been added. either in the form of cardiophobia or 
some other anxiety, or e:xhaustion·neurosis. The psyoho­
neurot1t; however, refers his symptoms comatioally to his 
heart. 
Da Costa (17) states that tuberculosis and irritable 
heart are mistaken somet·imes. However the flSpect of the 
patient, the pain in the preoardial region, the attacks 
or palpitation and the absence of physical signs of 
tubercle furnish the distinctive traits. 
He lastly states it is impossible to discuss any 
malady to which soldiers are liable without disoussing 
its being feigned. One trick of the soldier was to put 
a tight bendege,around 'the upper part or his abdomen in 
order to .g·et" a rapid heart· ·a .. ctio:r:1:. Da Costa explains 
that 1 t is qui t·e easy' to cat eh the imposter ror he knows 








Lewis (33) found malingering in the sense of sim­
ulation of the full symptoms of the malady very rare in 
soldiers during the World War. The conscious exaggeration 
of symptoms however was very common. 
In the present war, the British Committee of medical 
examination of Recruits (5) report that examing boards 
may be able to for&tell that certain recruits, by their 
appearanoe and demeanour and by the evidence of.nervous 
instability, which is disclosed by their history or on 
physical examination are prone to "effort syndrome" and 
are liable to breakdown. They say that habitual avoid­
ance of exertion is particularly suggestive. 





Grant (25) has made the most complete and intensive 
study of this problem. He followed the after histories 
·\:: 
of a series of 665 men suffering from this syndrome for
a period of five years. The loss to the series during 
the period amounted to 64 or only ·g .e4t. The analysis 
of the after-histories is therefore legitimately con­
fined to the 601 completed cases. 
He found of these 601 cases 15.3% recovered entire­
ly, 17.� improved, 56.2% remained stationary while 3.� 
became worse. The incidence of serious disease is S.7'1,, 
the most frequent infection tre1ng pulmonary tuberculosis 
( 22 cases·)-. The deaths nU!lber 14 or 2.'3%. It is found 
that while the death rate is no more, the incidence of 
pul.Dlonary tub·erculosis is 80%, greater _ than in the gen­
eral population of London over the same period. 
Analysis of the �fter histories as regards prognosis 
__ iJJ!..oys that the general prognosis aloue is to some extent 
• jF 
f 
modified by age and toleranot'f of exercise. 'l'he younger 
the patient and the better· his tolerance to exercise, 
the greater a.re his chances for recoveey. For example, 
between the ages of 17 to 20, �5% recover and incidence 
ot disease is 2.�, between the ages of 41 and 50, the
figures are 2.1% :recov:er a:n�-4noidenoe of disease is. 16.7%. 
In the series 118 cases or 19.6% had previously suf­
fered from rheumatic fever or chorea, but a history of 
V 
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these diseasea·proves to J)-e of no material ve.1l.ue prognos­
tically. Prognosis is--adversely affected by the presence 
of certain abnormal physical signs in the chest, particu­
larly with regard to the incidence of pulmonary tubercu­
losis which is a.a% as compared with 2.9% in the absence 
of such s-igns:' It is considered however that the pract­
ioal importance of these signs lies rather in diagnosis, 
and that such cases should be treated preferably as cases 
of aetual pulmonary tuberculosis, which in many instances 
is most probably the unrecognized cause of their symptoms. 
From the fact that the incidence of definite cardiac 
disease for the whole group during the period of 5 years 
is no more th,pi 1%, it is
1
felt that incipient oardiao 
disease- -cannot be regarde.d as the underlying cause of 
effort syndrome in anything but a neglible proportion 
of the oases. It i·s also found to be no material dif­
f�enoe in the development·of cardiac disease or in gen­
eral health between those patients whose cardiac physical 
signs were normal and those-who presented such signs as 
apical or· basal systolic murmurs, a diffuse apex beat 
or extra-systoles. It is felt that whatever diagnostic 
significance be attached to the-se cardiac -physical signs. 
they may be neglected at e.rrtving at a prognosis and their 
chief value lies in di'reoting attention more closely to 




more definite signs of disease. 
Lewis studied the after histories of 104 cases. (34) 
He found the symptoms changed as follows after discharge 
from the Army. 
Ve�y much improved -
Much improved - - - -
Slightly improved -
Unchanged - - - - -




Slightly worse - - - - - - - - 4
Decidedly worse - - - - - - - -2
Total 104 
He- concluded ( 34), the disabill ty or "effort syndrome" 
cases with fair exercise tolerance may be fairly placed 
at!� or le�s and in those with poor exercise tolerance 
at 30 to&()%. Exceptionally it may be placed as high as 
5� to 6� in cases where development is poor or when a 
history of rheumatic fever is given. The group showi� 
pooT exercise tolerance is the only group which showed, 
but is not the only group which will come before inve.l-
141ng and pension boards. 
Da Costa ( :1:7)- investigated and published the results 
ot 200 oases of aoldfers:?lho;,wer.e diasnosed as havini: 
_ - ' 
"etf'ort syn-drome. His resulte e:re tabulated. 
Results Cases P,ercentye 
Returned to regiment 76 38 
Detailed. for other servioe ·13 .�.5. 
' .. . .., , - • •. �,� "• ,• .. ". '.' C - ' 
•h,i-:,,,;� ..:,. ... 
V 
Results Cases Percent�e 
Time expired 11 5.5 
Uncertain 63 31.5 
Veteran Reserve I 18 g 
Veteran Reserve II 5 2.5 
Disoharged ...li.. 
Total 200 100% 
The ?5 who returned to their regiment did so for
the most part only after they had done guard duty for 
some time, and had been thoroughly tested. The 13 who 
were detailed for other services as clerks, orderlies 
etc. were chiefly suoh who, for some ailment besides 
the cardiac malady, were Judged unfit for field WOPk. 
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Of the 11 whose time expired about one-half would have 
been sent back to their regiments, and in the same pro­
portions would probably ha.Ve been the disposition of the 
53 marked uncertain results. In the veteran reserve 
those men who were partly incapacitated were given light 
work in the garrison but not in the field. While those 
who were discharged were cases who it was certain would
not be of any service to their regiments again. 
Da Costs (17) thought this condition may gradually 
subside or .it may-pass by degrees of progress into cardiac 
ealarg·ement. However it .has already been shown that it 
1s the ·-opinion of th,e profession today that organic path� 




Lewis (35) in an analysis of 558 soldiers with this 
condition, reported 286 or 51% were found to be unfit 
for all military service and of the remaining 272, 38 
had to be·removed later. In civilian life complete in­
capacity is m.uch less frequent for two reasons, one of 
which is due to the degree of neurocirculatory which is 
r,ss marked in civilians, and the other reason is that 
the strain of civilian li:fe and the work to which the 
patient must return is less than that of military life. 
Lewis (33) also points out that the extension of 
the cardiac impulse was without value in the prognosis. 
Out'of 230 patients in whom the apex beat was normal, 142 
or 6li returned to duty, and of 86 patients in whom the 
impulse was diffuse, 5l or 60% returned to duty. He 
showed that out of 46 patients in whom the thrust was 
either forcible or forcibly a diffuse, 20 or 43% returned 
to duty. Thus proving that a forcible hea-:rt beat in these 
patients had no prognostic value. 
White states that the course of neurooirculatory 
astbenia: is a very vari·'ftble one, but the prognosis is 
always good so fe.r as length or lif�is concerned. The 
degree of incapacity depend·s on several factors but 
chiefly on the intensity of symptoms and adequacy of 
treatment. Recovery from a considerable degree of neuro-
•
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instability is possible with care, but the patient is 
always liable to a return of trouble if there is a return 
of the causative factors. ( 68) 
Ellis and Hamilton (21) in their work found five 
years after the last war 33% of the pat.ients were improved 
or well, and only 3.2% had become worse. The condition of 
the remainder was stationary. This must not be taken for 
a guide for the prognosis of neurocirculatory asthenia in 
civil life however. They point out that any familiarity 
with the severely disabled neurooirculatory asthenia sold­
iers shows the unfortunate fact they are more secure if 
they remain disabled. Feeling their inadequacy, they 
dread to be pronounced well and forced to take care of 
themselves. Reassurance can have little effect� they 
think one can only reassure them half-heartedly, for there 
is no certainty that·they will succeed in being well if 
they try. These men also point out that followups have 
shown that patients with neurooirculatory asthenia are 
good lit� insurance and operative risks as ·a whole. 
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THERAPY AND PROPHYLAXIS 
In all diseased conditions the etiological factors 
largely determine the therapeutic measure. As neuro­
cir.culatory asthenia is not a clinical entity, each case 
must be thoroughly studied for causative or predisposing 
factors. The early cases of organic heart disease should 
be weeded out. It must be remembered that patient8 with 
constitutional inf'eriority·may develop any disease, suoh 
es acute rheumatic fever ,. tuberc.ulosis etc. The com­
binatdon tot- neurocirc.ulatory e:sthenia and chronic valvular 
defects is not rare, and is a most difficult therape�tic 
problem. In general the post·-infectious variety is the 
simplest to treat, it simply needs convalescent care
cl
,. 
graduated exercises in the form of play and games, and 
positive assurance that they have not heart trouble, no 
- valve leaks, no leaking heart, etc. ( 62) 
Lewis and his collabere.tors (33) (38) found that one 
ot the most·successful methods of treatment used in the 
army in the last war we.s that of graded exercise. These
exercises were used both as an aid to categorization and 
as a therapeutic measure. 
Upon arrival at the hospital, these cardiac patients 
are- immediately· e�amined and ,those who have unquestionpble 
orgsnic,diseas!!J or the heart or blood vessels, pulmonary 
tuberculosis or who tor other reasons are obviously untit 
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for military duty are recommended for permanent discharge 
from the army-. ... The group which- remains is made up prin­
cipally of cases of N.C.A., but also includes 1:r�small 
number of cases of doubtful valvular lesions and of quest­
ionable cardiac hypertrophy. All of these men are then 
placed at once on a system of graduated exercises. Ex­
perience has shown that· in the. doubtf°ul cases of-organic 
disease the tolerance o� these exercises is the best 
single oriterion by which to determine tpe final dis-
I.. 
_positioa ,of the c·ase. 
They used routine British army drills with such al­
terations as would allow fo� gradation in duration and 
intensity. There are five different drills of gradually 
increasing severity, the fi�st two are 15 minute exercises 
and the last three are 30 minute exercisea-. The longer 
drills are suppl.eman.ted.by afternoon route marches of 
two to four miles without pack. Five drills and four 
marches are given each week. A chart is kept for each 
patient upon which is recorded the presence or absence 
of such symptoms afl dyspnea, precardial pain, vertigo, 
weakness and palpitation. More attention is paid to the 
objective signs than to the subjective symptoms, and 
complaints are not encouraged. The patients however 
soon become aware that they are elassitied largely on 
exeroise tests, and consequently sy:llptoms are always to 
' 
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be accepted with reserve. It is found better to privilege 
men on the higher-- exercises and route marches. 
When the patients tolerance to exercise has been 
definitely determined and no im.provanent is to be ex­
pected the patient is ready for final categorization and 
discharge. The tolerance to exercise is the most import­
ant guide in the final decision, but consideration must 
be given to facts elicited in the past history and by 
physical examination. 
The pa1tents who tolerate the highest grade of ex­
ercises well and perform the route marches without dis­
tress are discharged in category, .a:'S" fit for full service. 
- Patients who can do tlie higher exercises but cannot do
them quite so well are discharged .in category 2, as fit
for further service in light or full duty categories
after subsequent hardening at a command depot. When the
lighter exercises only are tolerated, the patient is
discharged in category 3, as fit for light or sedentary
military: employment at home. Cases showing a still lower
exeroise tolerance are discharged f'rom th'e army as perm­
anently unf"it.
By the use of this system Lewis and his workers 
,• 
reduced the average hospltal stay 5�, and the stay is 
a(!,tually six to seven weeks. As :far as they knew, no in­
jury had been done by these exercises even in the most 
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severe cases of neurocirculatory asthenia. 
Lewis points out (35) the value of general hygiene, 
of congenial surroundings, of the moral support and con­
stant encouragement of the medical staff. 
Wolverton points out the value of psychotherapy 
in these patients. (?3) Having satisfied himself that 
no organic heart disease exists, he says the physiciam 
must convince the patient beyond question that this is 
true. His method is to explain to the patient that an 
individual may vary in his sensitiveness to a given 
stimulus under different conditions. He is told that 
once he accepted without reservation the belief that his 
heart is sound his threshold to sensation will return 
gradually to normal and bis sym:ptoms will dis�ppear and 
that in the interval he must learn to bear any symptoms 
that occur. 
Da Costa (17 ) advocated bed rest and the use of 
digitalis in these patients. Further study has shown 
that these methods have no effect or may be harm:t"ul. 
Parkin.son ( 54) studied digitalis in full doses 
that was exhibited in twenty eoldiers with cardiac sym­
ptoms and a frequent pulse. The heart rhythm was norm.al� 
The rat-e of the �eart was reduced but little, the in­
··crease in rate produced by standing and by exertion \fas
not controrled to any appreoiall>l .e extent. The systolic
·....._.. .. 
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and diastolic blood pressure was unaffected. Further the 
degree.of breathlessness induce<f by.test exertion was not 
reduced by the drug. It is concluded that digitalis 
scarcely influences the group of patients classified as 
"soldiers heart" or '!irritable heart" even when the pulse 
is :rrequent, and that it is not indfcated in this 0.on­
dition. 
Lewis (33)_ point.a out .it. has be.en hi� universal 
-experienoe-tn "the hospital · tllat patients. who are ·tested
before and after p·eriods ot a week or more of absolute 
bed rest show greater distress upon exeroi_se after the 
re!5t than b ef'ore it • 
· Rothschild (62) states that. the therapy ot the oon­
stituttonal type or·neuroolroulato:17 asthenia is a very 
complex and ditt'icult problem.· Early diagnosis is of. 
extreme importance. Once the }Nltient is given the idea 
tijat h·e has heart dis.ease·, lt is very difficult to con .. r-; 
rvince hilil. that this ·is not so. The patient must be
· convinced he: .. has no ·heart t-rouble. His exeroise tolerance
must be tested and can be improved :t>Y graduated work or
games. He must be ·made to exercise. Over-fatigue shouid
·be prevented.· �radually he can be trained by vario�s
hydro-therapeutic proc·edur�s tc, stand <:')Old. He should
'be taught proper pos·ture· and .breathing exercises. Games.




exercises followdl oy a cold rub and then a bath or 
shower gets these patients going and prevents much of 
the dizziness and morning fatigue. The assistance and 
cooperation of a psychologist is important. One must 
gain their confidence and explain the various symptoms. 
Crile (15) reasoning that the energy controlling 
system the brain, thyroid and adrenal sympathetic com­
plex is the only mechanism by which the emotions are 
expressed, thought in thos.e. · oases resistent to medical 
management, he might e:ffeot a cure by breaking this 
circuit of the energy-controlli�g system. He found out 
of 114 cases of neurociroulatory asthenia treated by 
adrenal denervation and followed up, in 107 cases or 
. 
93.·86% the condition was cured or improved. Failure
resulted in only 7 cases or 6.14%. Adrenalectomy (un­
ilateral) did not prove as effective as bilateral de­
nervations of the adrenal glands. These results are not 
as effective as those following cliao ganglionectomy� 
Out of 13 cases, 12 were cured or improved, that is. 92% 
and only 1 failure. 
Lewis (35) from his vast field of· experienoe sug­
gested the f'ollowing to limit this disorder in a prophy� 
·-��o�, was:
1. Measures be taken for the early recognition of
.cases of N.C.A. when the men are called to service and 
·-
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at the training camps. 
2. Men who are seem.to flag or show signs of breath­
lessness by their drill instructors sho,uld be reported 
to the medical officer and thoroughly overhauled from the 
point of view of this syndrome at an early date. 
3. The period of convalescence after infectious dis­
eases be made sufficiently long, and after complete re­
covery, the soldiers be gradually hardened before return­
ing to full duty. 
-Moon (47) warns that meMpal labels are had for
soldiers and pe�haps for other people, too, while nothing 
is more unwise than a false precision. Medical officers 
are often much hampered by the rigidity of the official 
nomenclature of disease which tends to impress the soldier 
too much with the name of his complaint to which he clings 
with a pathetic persietett.ce. Also it leads to that "ed­





In this brief paper I have attempted to point out 
the mile stoaes in the history of this subJeot. Da Costa 
first defined it during th·e Civil War. Little was under­
stood' or little done about his observations until the 
World ,War. At.._ this ,time -the British Army became so crip ...
pled from the condition that they were -:rorced into intense 
studJ regarding all phases· of it. Our Army, quick to
learn its lesson from the.British, was tail'ly suoQessful . . . 
in keeping it from t_he ranks ·of = the first A.':l!,:.F. 
Neurociroulatoey Asthenia' or as the British ... oall it; 
"effort syndro�e" is a symp"tom complex and' not in itself
a ·oiinioal enti"ty. There -"e very --deftntte · symptoms and
physical s1gns 1 -the ,card1.nal .of whi�h are shortness or 
breath, palpitation; precardial pain, _exhaustion and 
tachycardia.· From these, the diagnosis is relatively 
.easy to make. 
From an etiological standpoint. t.he precise meche.nism 
by
\... 
which: �h1.s. syndrome i;s brough:t,; about is unknowa. Psycho­
neurt>\ic factors often found in the.patients·}listory must 
·play a big part �4 a larg.e per cent a.re conf.ltitutionally
. .
inadequate. The· rigor or war, fright, shock, infections
and unfamiliar military strain, play decided roles as
exciting causes to neurocirculatory asthenia in the s.oldier.
In this present War and the so called War of Nerves
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not only-the soldiers in the field are put-under terrific 
abnormal strains but also the civilians of whole countries. 
From what we know of the etiological factors at the present 
time we should expect a m�ch higher incidence of Neuro­
circulato-ry Asthenia during this p:r-esent crisis. 
Now at the present time when this country is raising 
the largest army in its history it is necessary for the 
Military Doctor to-understand and appreciate this con­
dition. From an economical end a military standpoint it 
is extremely important to ke�p those prone to this malady 
from entering this modern army. The 'old saying t e.n ounce 
of prevention is worth a pound of cure" is very appliable 
to neurooiroulatory asthenia, for with proper examination 
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